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Abstract
Using page counts and text samples from two phrases, an internet search engine generated an empirical
technique for measuring semantic similarity. It accomplishes this by using page counts to create numerous
word co-occurrence metrics and combines them with lexical patterns extracted from text snippets. To
discover the many semantic linkages that exist between two supplied words, a novel pattern extraction
technique and a pattern clustering algorithm are created. Random forest are used to find the optimal
combination of co-occurrence metrics based on page counts and lexical pattern clusters. The proposed
technique improves accuracy significantly in a group mining job. In a community extraction task, the
recommended semantic similarity measure is used to discover links between elements, especially persons.
The proposed approach outperforms the baselines with statistically significant accuracy and recall values.
The findings of the community mining challenge show that the proposed approach may be used to
compare the semantic similarity of not just words, but also named things for which manually constructed
lexical ontologies are either lacking or incomplete.
1. Introduction
The primary goal of data process is to discover information from such a data gathering in a humanreadable manner, which comprises database and administration procedures in addition to the raw analysis
stage. The genuine data mining task is to automatically or semi-automatically analyse massive volumes
of data in order to detect previously found interesting patterns such as groups of data records (cluster
analysis), unusual records (anomaly identification), and correlations (association rule mining). This
usually includes the use of database techniques like spatial indexes.
The use of data mining technologies to find trends on the Internet is known as web mining. Based on the
analytical goals, web mining may be divided into three types: web content mining, web use mining, and
web structure mining. This can be performed by creating topological similarities, using ontologies to
define a distance between words, or using statistical approaches, such as a vector space model, to correlate
words and textual contexts from a suitable text corpus.
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To discover information on the World Wide Web and FTP servers, a web search engine is utilized. The
search results are frequently shown as a list of results, which is known as a search engine results page
(SERPs). The data may contain web pages, images, data, and other types of media. Some search engines
collect information from databases or open directories as well. Search engines preserve genuine
information by executing a program on a web crawler, as opposed to online directories, which are simply
updated by individual editors.
The implementation determines the criterion for detecting similarity. Data clustering is a mechanism for
physically storing conceptually related information. To increase database system efficiency, the number
of disc accesses must be decreased. Objects with similar characteristics are clustered with each other in a
single class, and a single disc access renders the overall class available.
2. Literature survey
In text analysis, there are various instances where we wish to determine how similar two small samples
are. For example, there might be several ways to characterize a topic or person, such as "United Nations
Secretary-General" and "Kofi Annan," and they want to know whether there is a high level of semantic
similarity between these two text samples. Similarly, the connotations of the terms "AI" and "Artificial
Intelligence" are quite similar, even though they do not share any genuine vocabulary.
The first is about graph structures, meanwhile the second is about visual displays. As a consequence,
while the cosine score between these two snippets would be 0.5 due to the same lexical word "graphical,"
the use of this identical phrase at a semantic level does not actually suggest similarity. To tackle this
difficulty, they would require a mechanism for analyzing the similarity of such tiny text samples that
captures more of the semantic context of the snippets rather than just calculating term-wise similarity.
A Web-based Kernel Function for Comparing Short Text Snippets, Traditional document similarity
metrics, such as cosine, perform poorly when detecting the similarity of short text snippets, such as search
queries, since there are typically few, if any, phrases in common between two short text snippets,
according to the authors. They solved the problem by devising a novel method for measuring the similarity
of short text snippets (even those with no overlapping words) that takes advantage of online search results
to provide additional context for the short texts.
However, applying standard document similarity approaches to such tiny text segments, such as the
regularly used cosine coefficient, typically produces inadequate results. Because each text pair has no
common phrases, employing the cosine would result in a similarity of 0 in each of the situations above.
Even though two snippets use the same word, they may utilize it in different contexts.
3. Methodology
In web mining, information retrieval, and natural language processing, accurately quantifying semantic
similarity between words is a major challenge. Web mining applications that demand the capacity to
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reliably evaluate the semantic similarity of ideas or things include community extraction, connection
identification, and entity disambiguation. One of the most difficult challenges in information retrieval is
retrieving a group of documents that are semantically relevant to a given user query.
Various natural language processing tasks, such as word sense disambiguation (WSD), textual entailment,
and automatic text summarization, need accurate assessment of semantic similarity between terms. In
manually generated general-purpose lexical ontologies like WordNet, semantically related terms of a
certain word are listed. A synset is a collection of synonyms for a certain sense of a word in WordNet.
Semantic similarity between things, on the other hand, varies across time and between domains.


Lexical Pattern Extraction

The search pattern, which includes the first and last words, is typed here. The phrase is tested in the web
pages so that the pattern is initial word, any number of words, and last word. The skip count number of
words in the phrase identified in the web pages can be disregarded during pattern extraction.


Lexical Pattern Clustering

The lexical pattern clustering technique may be used to group the patterns. The patterns are grouped, and
then the count and co-occurrence of the term are examined. The word can be deduced from this. The
cluster may be grouped depending on the threshold value entered in the textbox control, the words are
clustered, and the results are displayed in the listbox control.

Fig.1 System Flow Diagram
The most crucial factor to consider when creating a database is how the data will be used. The major
goals of database design are as follows:
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Data Integration

Information from many files is combined, accessed, and worked on as if it were in a single file in a
database. Although the data is logically centralized, it may be physically dispersed among several devices
that are linked by data connection infrastructure.


Data Integrity

Data integrity refers to keeping all data in a single location and determining how each program may access
it. This method produces more consistent data, as one update is enough to change the record status for all
apps that utilize it. This results in less data redundancy; data items do not need to be duplicated; and direct
access storage requirements are reduced.
4. Result and discussion
The lexical pattern clustering technique may be used to organize the patterns. After clustering the patterns,
the word count and co-occurrence can be examined. The term may be deduced from this information. The
words are clustered, and the results are shown in the listbox control based on the threshold value supplied
in the textbox control. It displays the message "Please enter a value between 0 and 1" if the threshold
value range exceeds 1.

Fig 2. Lexical Pattern Extraction
This form shows the word's lexical pattern extracted from the webpage.
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Fig.3 Lexical Pattern Clustering Menu
This form displays the lexical pattern clustering menu.
5. Conclusion
In order to find various lexical patterns that represent the same semantic relationship, a sequential pattern
clustering technique was also designed. It combines lexical patterns extracted from text snippets with page
counts to produce multiple word co-occurrence metrics. Both page counts-based co-occurrence metrics
and lexical pattern clusters were used to determine the properties of a word pair. The properties acquired
from WordNet synsets for synonymous and non-synonymous word pairs were utilized to train random
forest. The study proposed a semantic similarity score based on page counts and snippets from an online
search engine for two phrases. Four word co-occurrence metrics were derived using page counts. It
established a method for obtaining a large number of semantic linkages between two words called lexical
pattern extraction.
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